COLIVING HOUSES
WHAT IS COLIVING?
Coliving, also known as communal living, cohousing or shared living, allows the occupants to share spaces like kitchens
and living rooms while renting a private or shared bedroom. It is an easy way to find a safe and comfortable place to
stay in the city: the houses are new, in easily accessible areas, fully furnished and decorated, and cleaned once a week.
Each of the houses include one or more kitchens, several bathrooms, common areas and co-working spaces, allowing
you plenty of room to cook, work and relax, all while getting to know people from all around the world. People choosing
coliving can be international students from English language schools or even New-Yorkers working locally.
LOCATIONS
We offer several coliving houses in 3 different areas in Brooklyn:
• Bushwick: an up-and-coming neighborhood in the northern part of Brooklyn, between the trendy
neighborhoods of Williamsburg and Bedford-Stuyvesant. The area is known for its colorful street art.
• Williamsburg: one of the most popular Brooklyn neighborhoods, known for its trendy restaurants and clubs,
indie music performances, art galleries, vintage shops, flea markets and food vendors.
• Downtown Brooklyn: a lively area close to school with a creative population, proximity to all transportation,
easy access to Manhattan and abundant cultural offerings and restaurants.
There are also 3 houses in Manhattan:
• Upper Manhattan/Harlem: Long known for its intimate jazz clubs, soul food institutions and AfricanAmerican heritage, Harlem draws a diverse crowd of locals and visitors. Its main artery, 125th Street, is home
to the iconic Apollo Theater, as well as chain stores and restaurants.
• United Nations: The Lenox Hill area of the Upper East Side is a popular neighborhood with ideal transit links
to downtown Manhattan. Second Avenue has casual spots for Mexican, Asian, and Italian food.
• Central Park North: Located near the border of the Upper West Side and Harlem in Manhattan, this shared
house is close to plenty of bars, restaurants and cafes.
AMENITIES
You can choose to stay in a private room or a shared room with another occupant of the house of the same gender.
Bed linen and towels are provided. Private bathrooms are available in some houses, on request and at an extra cost.
The kitchens are stocked with appliances, cookware and everything else you’ll need to cook. The spaces are big and
comfortable in comparison to typical NYC apartments. There is 24/7 security in common areas, and free Wifi available.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
Arrival day is on the Sunday before your course starts, and departure day is on the Saturday after your course ends. If
you wish to add one extra night on arrival or departure, we can arrange this at an extra cost.
BOOKING
2-week stays minimum. There are several houses available. Please check with us at the time of booking which house
is available and we will send you a detailed fact sheet of the house and neighborhood.
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